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Welcome to the second edition of the newsletter 
dedicated to you, the member or associate of 
Kodenkan Yudanshakai. 
 
I’ll begin this issue with an apology.  You’ll notice the name 
of the letter has been changed slightly. Originally it 
was titled Atarashi Denko, which I believed was the 
translation of New Traditions. I have been advised, by someone with much more knowledge of 
Japanese than I, that title was not correct. I’m sending out a big thank you to Miki, Julian and to 
Shihan Parker for setting me straight. 
Also, a few folks mentioned that the previous format, with the “read more,” blocks, was a little 
confusing, so I decided to go with a straight-up format.  PLEASE let me know what you think at 
pjhaber2@gmail.com. Also, once again, I will ask that you make this newsletter known to your 
fellow Yudansha and Mudansha also- this is for all of us We solicit your suggestions- WHAT 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN YOUR NEWSLETTER? One of the ideas we’re considering is a profile 
on some of the KDK Sensei  Let us know what you think about that, too, please? Thanks. 
 
Too many people reach a level where their performance is good enough and then stop 
working on getting better. People on the road to Mastery avoid this by continually 
upping their goal, challenging themselves to break through their current ceiling, and 
staying the forever Apprentice. 
The One Thing by Gary Keller 
 

mailto:pjhaber2@gmail.com


You have to apply yourself each day to becoming a little better.  By applying yourself 
to the task of becoming a little better each  and every day over a period of time, you 
will become a lot better. 
UCLA Coach John Wooden 
______________________________________________________________ 

What’s New? 
A big shout out to the new members of the KDK Board of Directors. We welcome your knowledge 

and insights, in our quest to make KDK the premier Martial Arts Association in the country. Invited 

and having accepted the task, here are your new board members: 

Jeff Smith 

David Chait  

Julian Pimienta 

Jackie Britt   

Paul Lapointe 

WELCOME, BROTHERS AND SISTER 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

NEW PROMOTION STANDARDS FOR BROWN BELTS 
I. Purpose This promotion standard provides the requirements, guidelines, and direction for Kyu 

(mudansha) Seinen (senior) promotions. It was developed based on the guiding principles of 

openness, balance, and consensus to ensure that promotions are handled in a consistent and fair 

manner. II.  

 

STANDARD   

A. Martial Arts The Kodenkan Yudanshakai organization is well respected in the martial arts 

community. This standard ensures that Kyu promotions are performed consistently and in line 

with the organization’s goals and objectives, including protecting our image and reputation in the 

community.  

 

B. Promotion Eligibility To be eligible for promotion a Candidate for Sankyu Nikyku, and Ikkyu 

must (unless a waiver, as described in Section C. Testing, has been obtained): 

 • Be recommended for promotion in the art by the Candidate’s Instructor.  

• Pass a practical test demonstrating physical proficiency in the art;  

• Be at least 15 years of age on the date they are scheduled to receive their promotion certificate. 



• Progress through each Sankyu, Nikyu, and Ikkyu rank and meet minimum time in grade 

requirements of nine (9) months at Sankyu, Nikkyu, and Ikkyu with continuous study and practice, 

unless a waiver, as described in Section C. Testing, has been obtained. A Candidate with a 

Yudansha rank in another art must meet the above eligibility requirements. For example, a Nidan 

in Danzan Ryu Jujitsu must meet the above requirements if the Candidate is recommended for a 

promotion to Sankyu, Nikkyu, or Ikkyu in Shorin Ryu .Karate.  

 

C. Testing A waiver of the physical proficiency test, knowledge test, minimum age, or time in 

grade may be requested based upon a recommendation by the Instructor that submitted the 

request. If a waiver is approved by the Board of Directors, the Instructor shall prepare a test 

appropriate to the Candidate’s abilities and rank.  

 

Each KDK geographic region shall prepare a testing schedule for all Candidates in their area. A 

board of examiners shall consist of a minimum of three (3) examiners to perform the test. The 

examiners shall be of an appropriate rank and skill level with knowledge of the Candidate’s art or 

a related art. A simple majority of the examiners will determine if the Candidate passed or failed 

the test. If no majority exists, the determination of pass/fail shall be made by the examiner of 

highest rank. If a panel of three (3) examiners cannot be assembled, testing may continue with a 

minimum of two (2) examiners.  

 

Unless a waiver has been approved by the Board of Directors, Candidates testing for Sankyu, 

Nikkyu, and Ikkyu must pass a practical test demonstrating physical proficiency in the art. The 

Candidate must receive a passing score to be eligible for promotion. Immediately following 

testing, the Candidate’s Instructor that submitted the promotion request shall be notified of the 

Candidate’s results of testing.  

 

D. Promotions Candidates who meet eligibility requirements and pass the appropriate promotion 

tests will be scheduled to receive their next rank at the Instructor’s convenience. The Instructor 

who submitted the promotion recommendation shall ensure the appropriate paperwork and fees 

are submitted to the organization on or by testing date (unless out of state dojo). Such paperwork 

to include the person’s name, martial art, new rank and belt size If applicable, are paid to the KDK. 

____________________________________________________________________________Annual Ott YMCA 

Martial Arts Camp was held on May 26 and 27.  Here is a report from our “Foreign 

Correspondent”, Jackie Britt, O’Sensei. 

 



The start of Martial Arts Camp 2018 brought us a new Camp Director, O’Sensei Julian Pimienta. 

There were two days full of training, snacks, fun times and meeting new people.  This year we 
had 35 students, 3 brown belts, 6 volunteers, 13 instructors and 6 different arts, which were 
Danzan Ryu Jujitsu, Shorin Ryu Karatedo, Matsuno Ryu Goshinjitsu, Matsuno Kajukenbo Kai 
and Kajukenbo. 

For the first time since the mid 1980’s, we had two adult students who participated in classes 
along with volunteer duties where needed.  Camp scheduled for May of 2019 will be the official 
comeback for senior students to actively participate in classes. 

Kata in the Park, Spirit Training and Sword class.  These classes have been a staple in camp 
for as long as I have been going, more than 20 years now, and the students look forward to 
them every year.  It is nice to have familiar classes along with the new. 

Camp 2017 & 2018 combined the higher-ranking students, green through brown belt, into one 
class, regardless of their style.  This gave the students the chance to experience styles they 
might not have tried before.  As an instructor, I was impressed with how quickly the jujitsu 
students caught on to the techniques we taught them.  I thought they all did a fantastic job. 

A thought from a young black belt….Every year the black belts feel schadenfreude at the 
misfortunes of the students during Tan Ren and during the 6:00 am wakeup. 

Thoughts from students…..they liked the help they got from the higher-ranking students, they 
were proud of their bumps and bruises. 

During closing ceremonies, we thanked Shihan Dave Heacock for his time and dedication to 
camp over the last few years and to O’Sensei Julian Pimienta for taking on the enormous task 
of Camp.  Camp takes a lot of time, energy and playing to pull off.  Thank you again O’Sensei 
Julian for a great camp. 

Thank you to all the instructors who volunteered their time and shared their knowledge with us 
over the weekend.  Until next Year. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

                              UPCOMI NG EVENTS 

                 BOXER’S REBELLION 10TH ANNIVERSARY 

CELEBRATION 



JULY 17-21 

BOXER’S REBELLION DOJO 

5933 E. 22ND STREEET 

TUCSON 
Out of town guest instructors: Professors Paul Haber and Tony Puyot  

● A Full Week of seminars!  

● Banquet featuring Lion Dance and live performances  

● Register Early And Save! Seminar Registration & Banquet Fees:  

● Youth (12&under) Registration: $25  

● Teen/ Adult Tier 1 - If Paid by June 1st: $55  

● Teen/ Adult Tier 2 - If Paid by July 1st: $75  

● Teen/ Adult Tier 3 - Paid After July 1st: $100  

● Banquet (Lion Dance / Demonstrations) Fee: $35***  

***Limited Space So Please Register Early***  

 

Tuesday, July 17th -- (Bonus Day For Youth Students!) 4:30pm - 5:30pm | 

*Youth* Grappling Training – Sensei Wootton  

 

Thursday, July 19th -- 4:30pm - 5:30pm | *Youth* Sword Training – Sifu 

Kemp  

5:30pm - 7:00pm | Hand To Hand Theories & Drills – Sifu Puyot  

7:00pm - 8:00pm | Broadsword / Short Stick Training – Sifu Kemp  

 



Friday, July 20th -- 4:30pm - 5:30pm | *Youth* Pressure Points – Shihan 

Haber  

5:30pm - 6:30pm | Chin Na Controlling – Sifu LaPointe  

6:30pm - 7:30pm | Combat Pressure Points – Shihan Haber 7:30pm - 

8:00pm | Iron Fist Training* – Sifu Puyot *Limited bottles of Iron Palm 

Liniment available for purchase, $20 each.  

9:00pm - 11:00pm | Happy Hour at Murphy's Public House  

 

Saturday, July 21st -- 9:00am - 10:00am | BaBu TangLang Ba Jing (8 Power 

Drills) – Sifu Puyot  

10:00am - 11:00am | BaBu TangLang Qi Shou (7 Hands Form) – Sifu Puyot 

11:00am -12:00pm | Break For Lunch  

12:30pm - 2:00pm | Knife Combat Training – Shihan Haber  

2:00pm - 3:00pm | Functional Throwing – Sifu LaPointe  

6:30pm - 8:30pm | Lotus Garden for Banquet, Lion Dance and Open 

Demonstrations  

 

Visit: https://www.boxersrebellion.net/news to register or 

https://www.facebook.com/boxersrebellionmartialarts/__________________________

___________________________________________________ 

                        mOPENI NG YOUR OW N DOJO 

 
Here is my story (short version): Irene Swanson, Shihan 
  
In the early 90s I started at Manzanita Elementary School.  I took over for John McGraugh. He 
wanted me to teach at Manzanita because he was teaching too many classes himself; besides, 
he was trying to get a program going at the Jewish Community Center.  I believe I was chosen 
simply because I was next in line, rank wise.  I had just gotten my Nidan.  At the time, Dai Shihan 
Vincent Holck and John were teaching at numerous schools (after school programs) in the 
Catalina Foothills School District. 
  



When Sensei Norvelle joined the organization he expressed a desire to open a storefront dojo.  
DaiShihan V. Holck asked John McGraugh and me to support Sensei Norvelle with this endeavor. 
John McGraugh was assigned to teaching the Matsunoryu Goshinjitsu senior class while I took 
care of the junior class at a new dojo on Campbell Avenue.  I believe the dojo was called 
Kodenkan Center at that time. After some time, Sensei Norvelle moved the dojo to Grant Road. 
We would come to learn that Sensei Norvelle never stayed at any one place too long. For several 
years I taught at Grant Road Dojo and at Manzanita School. 
  
While we were at the Grant Road Dojo, John McGraugh went to Japan to teach English and to 
further enhance his study of martial arts.  Shortly after, Sensei Norvelle moved the dojo again 
back to Campbell Avenue and changed the name a few more times.  
  
I was teaching four times a week at two different places, training with Shihan Barry and Shihan 
Vincent and holding a full time job. I realized something had to give so I decided to stop teaching 
at Manzanita School.  
  
Sensei Norvelle was getting ready to move the dojo once again. Some of us were tired of moving 
so Elliott Lyle and I took over the lease and stayed at the Campbell dojo. We changed the name to 
Kodenkan Martial Arts Academy. It seemed that we had a good partnership going but in the end it 
did not last; the partnership did not extend to the dojo upkeep or maintenance, only the teaching. I 
ended up running the dojo for over 10 years. 
  
When John McGraugh came back from Japan he resumed his teaching at the Campbell dojo.  I 
was tired of running the dojo so he agreed to take over the management for me.   Again, for a 
while it seemed to work, but then he left the KDK shortly after Dai Shihan Joe’s passing and 
created a separate organization. He kept the rights to the name of the dojo and moved out to a 
new location. 
  
Although John invited us to join his organization, we chose to remain loyal to the KDK. This 
meant that I, once again, took over running the Campbell dojo.  We re-named it back to Kodenkan 
Center and formed a new partnership with Shihan Barry Holck. 
  
Eventually, due to frequent and steep rent increases and a more intransigent landlord, we could 
not afford to stay there any longer. After an intense search, we moved to our current location on 
Stone Avenue.  Setting up the space to accommodate our needs required extenuating work and 
quite a bit of money. We have been there for over 2 years and just signed another 2 year lease.  
  
The space is used mainly in the afternoons, that is, only at most half of the day. However we pay 
for a 24 by 7 space. This means that our effective cost is twice what it should be. The space is 
idle during regular business hours because all of us have a professional occupation that we must 
attend to. 
  
My comments: 
  
First, I think it is important to ask yourself why you want to have your own dojo.  If you are like 
most of us, your reasons likely include:  you want to teach, train and perpetuate your art. I am sure 
there are other reasons. 
Second, what kind of dojo to you envision?  Storefront, YMCA, etc. 
  



If you choose storefront, you will have to deal with rent, leases, utilities, insurance, equipment, etc. 
A storefront dojo is a business, you have to accept this fact. As such, you have to do your market 
research and find a place where you can find affordable space and the possibility to build a stable 
flow of new students. You have to invest money on advertisement, make the dojo visible to the 
community, run outreach campaigns, etc. You need to think about creating revenue streams that 
help cover operating costs, for instance, subletting to other martial artists or anyone in a business 
that is compatible with a dojo.  You may want to look into adapting the American Taekwondo 
Association business model.  An independent dojo imposes a hard demand on your time and that 
of your Yudansha. You know you need to maintain a steady stream of revenue to be able to cover 
your operational expenses, so you and your Yudansha have to sacrifice leisure and personal time. 
  
A YMCA, school, club, or community center offer several advantages. First, the organization takes 
care of most operating costs. Second, marketing is done for you through their publications. They 
will recruit and send students your way. You may be somewhat limited in the hours available to 
teach your art. You have to abide by their operating policies and outside students may be required 
to become members. 
  
My recommendation: 
  
Start out by finding a YMCA, school, recreation center, community center or similar established 
organization.  They will provide the space, take care of the overhead and provide the students.  All 
you have to do is show up and build your program.  Develop a core group.  Now that takes years. 
  
If you still have the dream of having your own dojo you can pursue this once your program is 
established.  Find someone to teach at your current location while you and your core group open 
the new dojo.  Use your established school as a feeder for your new dojo.   
  
Rent is high, so keep your daytime job.  Find one or more martial arts programs different from 
yours and share the cost of the rent.  We need about $1600 a month to keep our dojo open.   
  
So, figure it out how many students you would need every month to keep the dojo open. 
  
Good luck. 
 ______________________________________________________________ 
 

KANJI  KORNER 

By David Heacock, Shihan 

漢字 
  

The Kanji of Kodenkan Yudanshakai 



  

Now that we’ve had a general introduction to kanji, let’s look at the name of our 

organization. The Kodenkan Yudanshakai was founded in 1967 by Joseph Holck, daishihan, 

as an organization dedicated to perpetuating the Esoteric Principles of Professor Okazaki 

as they have been collected from various mokuroku bestowed on black belt students, and 

passed down in their present form. 

The name is usually translated in two reversed ways: “School of the Ancient Tradition 

Black Belt Society” or “Black Belt Institute of the Ancient Arts”. Let’s take a look at what 

the kanji say. 

All pronunciations for the characters are on; that is, from on’yomi; literally “sound 

reading,” the Japanese way(s) of saying the Chinese character used. 

古  傳  館 

Ko has for its equivalent, the Japanese word furui (古い), meaning: old, aged, ancient, 

antiquated, antique, timeworn, long, since long ago, time-honored, of the distant past. 

When used in compound words, ko carries the connotation of great age. 

Den. The older 13-stroke kanji means: summon, propagate, transmit. In its modern 

simplified form (伝), equivalent words are: 

·         tsutawaru (伝わる): to be handed down, be introduced, be transmitted, be 

circulated, go along, walk along; and 

·         tsutaeru (伝える): to convey, report, transmit, communicate, tell, impart, propagate, 

teach, bequeath 

It is easy to see the idea of handing down, imparting, passing on, or teaching. 



Kan means: house, hall, building. 

Together these three kanji would convey the image of a building or hall in which something 

ancient or time-honored is handed down, imparted, transmitted, propagated, or taught. It 

would be in this spirit that Prof. Okazaki’s Honolulu, Hawai’i dojo was named the 

Kodenkan. 

有  段  者  会 

Yū (yuu). When used as a noun prefix, it means: possessing or having. 

Dan. As a noun it means: a step, stair, or (flight of) steps. As a counter it means: grade, 

rank, or level. Specific to martial arts, the word indicates senior rank. 

Sha means: someone, person; someone of that nature, someone doing that work (as in the 

familiar term geisha, an art or performance person). 

Kai means: a meeting, assembly, party, association, or club. Associated Japanese words 

include: 

·         awaseru (合わせる): to join together, unite, combine; and 

·         atsumaru (集まる):  to gather, collect, assemble 

We see here an assembly or coming together of persons of the nature of those who have 

senior rank in the martial arts. 

Thus, the Kodenkan Yudanshakai is an association of high ranking martial arts 

practitioners assembled in a hall (or any place), for the purpose of transmitting or 

propagating time-honored teachings. The secondary ideas for tsutawaru—going along, 

walking along—indicate the instructors’ obligation to not only transmit the knowledge 

but—as the teacher walks his or her own path—to assist the student in understanding and 



following the Esoteric Principles in order to achieve the primary objective of practicing the 

martial arts… 

PERFECTION OF CHARACTER 

  

  

For more details on individual kanji see: 
www.jisho.org 
www.romajidesu 
 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

EDI TOR’S EDGE 
  
A question for all martial artists--Are you getting older?  Of course you are! But, are you getting 
old? 
 
Now, I know, for some of us- maybe you- that’s a silly question.  After all, you’re only….. Whatever 
your age is.  You’ve got a long life ahead of you, right? 
 
But some of us have been around for a bit longer- hence the term “long in the tooth”.  
 
I understand.  But let me ask you a question- do you realize that you are, today, the youngest you 
will ever be? Yeah, I hear you- “Duh!” 
 
On the other hand, I subscribe to the adage that getting older is inevitable, getting old is an option.  
Personally, I refuse to participate; how about you? 
 
But it does mean that we have no time to waste.  We need to start NOW! 
 
There are two questions I think we need to ask ourselves, as we continue to become more 
“seasoned”:  
 
First- Am I getting “older and wiser”, or just “older”?  You do realize, of course, that the terms are 
not mutually inclusive, right?  My friend, noted speaker and author on Leadership,  John Maxwell, 
says that sometimes people just get older.  I don’t want to be one of those, how about you? 
 
I talk and write a lot about personal growth,in my business, my personal life, and- especially- in my 
Martial Arts. Just because my body is getting a little older, maybe a little stiffer,whatever, does not 
mean I can not continue to grow.   
 

http://www.jisho.org/
http://www.jisho.org/
http://www.romajidesu.com/


Now, I’m assuming normal health in body and mind (there are those who question the latter 
where I’m concerned, but that’s another story!). If you are reasonable healthy you can become 
better.  Look around at some of the senior Yudansha in KDK-bad backs, injured knees- all the 
usual maladys, even the need to use a cane or a wheelchair. Did you know that the word malady 
comes from the Latin for “bad or Ill” and “have,hold”? Something bad that holds you back? 
 
Inconvenient, isn’t it? But, as I’m sure you’re aware, if you know these people,  it doesn’t stop 
them.  Why? They continue to use their talents, their skills that are not affected by whatever the 
issue is. They adapt, they grow. 
 
So, since this is a newsletter for Martial Artists, let’s talk about that for a minute. 
 
I’ll use a personal example, if you will permit me, since I know me best. 
 
After 52 plus years of taking falls, straining muscles, twenty years of jumping out of perfectly 
good airplanes and falling off uncooperative mountains, I have a few things that don’t work too 
well.  After a couple of knee surgeries, several dislocated joints and a couple of broken bones, I 
will never again be able to leap six feet in the air, spinning wildly and deliver a hook kick to the 
head. (Yeah, I actually did that once, in a tournament in Canada- in the 80’s). 
So, since I am limited now, should I quit? Or should I work around my limitations, and find other 
ways of delivering effective techniques to the desired moving target? 
 
I think- if you know me at all- you can answer that question. As the saying goes, “There’s more 
than one way to skin a cat.” 
 
“But. Paul”, you might say, ”What if I can’t do all the moves in Kata so-and-so?”   
 
Simple answer- as they got older, even the old masters who INVENTED the form probably 
couldn’t do some of the trickier moves.  They adapted.  That is why, Grasshopper, there are so 
many version of the older kata, like Bassai or Kusanku and why there are so many variations of 
the basic hip throw. 
The second question is a bit more difficult to answer.  What are we doing- you and I- to become 
better teachers than we are?  In fact, let me share something that Dai-Shihan Vinson Holck 
taught, and I continue to teach my students. My desire is to have my students know more, do 
more, teach better than I ever have. We can only do that if we continue to study to grow in 
whatever way we can- in our Martial Arts experience or our lives. 
 
So, I implore you, study, learn more about your own art, related arts or how to better teach and 
pass on your knowledge.  Let’s do whatever we can to make the next generation- even if that’s 
you- to be better,wiser, more skilled than we are, even at our best. 
 
That’s my soap-box for this time.  See you soon- FOR INSTANCE, AT THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY 
CELEBRATION OF BOXER’S REBELLION ON JULY 20 - 22!!  (Yeah,that was a shameless plug, 
wasn’t it?)  See you there. 
 


